1. Eclipse plug-in
- Added support for conditional rules, sources and propagators.
- Added support to match argument types for rules, sources and propagators.
- Method argument index can now be specified as a vararg (e.g. 1-*).
- Added support for Eclipse running on Java 8.
- Added support for scanning projects with compiler compliance level set to Java 8.
- Added support for Eclipse 4.3, RAD 8.5, RAD 9.0, MyEclipse 10, MyEclipse 2013, and STS 3.5
- Removed support for MyEclipse 6.6 and STS 2.6-2.9
- Removed MAC OS support

PHP Analysis Enhancements
- Support for Object-Oriented PHP and PHP 5.4
- Improved data flow analysis engine with support for propagators and namespaces

Bug Fixes
- Licensing now takes all MAC addresses into account rather than a single MAC address.
- Deactivating rule from contextual menus resets project review window, consistent with deactivating rule from filters window.
- Consistent ordering for project scan export results across all Eclipse-based IDEs.
- Custom filters now can override default filters and disable default rules.
- Suppressed an exception that Eclipse sometimes throws while getting a list of subtypes of a class.

2. Rulepack
- Updated 8 guidance: Config Cookie Domain, Config Cookie SSL, Cross Site Scripting, Cryptography Weak Algorithm, Cryptography Weak Hash, Information Leakage, Log Sanitization, URL Tampering.
- Added minimum SecureAssist version to the rulepack manifest, to specify the lowest version of the SecureAssist plugin on which the rulepack will run.

3. Visual Studio Add-in
- Added support for Visual Studio 2013
- Added support for conditional rules, sources and propagators.
- Upgraded add-in installer to support silent installation.
- Method argument index can now be specified as a vararg (e.g. 1-*).
- Added support for parsing embedded code blocks inside of output directive tag '<%:' in aspx file.

4. Rulepack Configurator
- Updated to allow writing conditional logic within rules, sources, and propagators.
- Rules, sources, and propagators can be written that take into account argument types or the number of arguments for a method invocation or constructor.
5. Enterprise Portal

- Added Windows Server 2008 support
- Added date range support for project and user reports (last 7 days, last 30 days, all)
- Backward compatible with IDE plug-in/add-in version 2.3.5

NOTE: Before starting upgrade, please make sure that there are no reports in In-Progress state.

Known Issues
Due to a bug in previous releases, issues suppresses in aspx, config files will become “unsuppressed” after upgrade to 2.3.6.